AFTER
LAST
CALL
Ghosthunting with a twist...
of lime

The Show

Hosts/best friends/booze enthusiasts Lisa
Schwartz and Traci Stumpf are on a mission to
find paranormal happenings the only way they
know how – with a slight buzz. Lisa and Traci
combine their two favorite past times drinking and ghost stories -- as they travel the
country touring legendary bars and pubs
known not just for their signature drinks, but
also for their infamous tales of paranormal
weirdness. The patrons race to exit the bar
before the lights go off, the barbacks dread the
basement at night, but Lisa and Traci are ready
to take a shot at the ghostly -- right after they
take a shot of Tito’s.

The Format

After Last Call infuses the traditional genre of ghost-hunting shows with a
tipsier, more comedic voice. But just because Lisa and Traci are covering
their crippling fear with a vodka soda doesn’t mean they won’t be forced to
confront the spooky, the eerie, and macabre. It just means they might sass
back a little bit because in vino veritas.
Each episode, the girls travel to a new town that is home to an infamous,
haunted watering hole. You’ve read about them onReddit or heard the
rumors from your motel desk clerk. But Lisa and Traci (with the help of a little
liquid courage) are your veritable canaries in the coal mine. Upon arrival, the
girls will exchange what they know about the history of the building (think
“My Favorite Murder”), sample the bar’s signature cocktails (think “Diners
Drive-ins and Dives”), and chat ghost stories with the locals (think “Celebrity
Ghost Stories”). Once last call has struck and the witching hour has begun,
the bar closes and the girls will put their fortitude to the test. With the
assistance of a professional ghost hunter or medium, our Scooby Doo gang
of zozzled paranormal hunters explore the vacant bar at the witching hour
to find out if it is truly haunted or just a total buzzkill.

THE WHY

lisaschwartz

There is an insatiable appetite for paranormal shows, but
audiences are seeking a fresh POV into this world that isn’t
the same Insidious, Ghost Asylum, bump in the night
format. A looser, more accessible approach to “scary”
content (a la Buzzfeed’s Unsolved) is truly where the views
are at. In the time where the real world seems frightening
and serious enough, audience are craving a lighter entry
way into frightening genres – and no one is more lit than
Lisa and Traci. Cause they’re already two drinks in as you’re
reading this.
Playing off the chemistry of these two boozy best friends,
After Last Call provides an effortless feeling of inclusion to
the audience watching. Breaking the fourth wall,
including social media interactions, and utilizing the girls
established rapport with their followers, After Last Call will
be like getting drunk and going through a haunted house
with your best friends. Hysterical, terrifying, and totally
addicting.

tracistumpf

THE SAMPLE SPOT
Shaker’s Cigar Bar
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

"Located in the Historic Walker's Point
Area of Milwaukee, the building was
constructed in 1894, to serve as a Schlitz
Brewery cooperage house. It was sold in
1905, and used as a distribution center.
Sold again in 1922, the patina of coal dust
and oil was kept on the front windows,
the front door remained locked, and entry
to the city's newest speakeasy was
through the alleyway entrance. In 1924 it
became a speakeasy for the Capone
family, with a “soda bottling operation”
and brothels on the 2nd and 3rd floors,
which lasted until 1946."

"There's a stellar menu of both drinks and
food here and if you're just looking for a hip
and swanky spot that's unlike anywhere
you've ever been, Shaker's is perfect for that.
Just know that you may be unknowingly
sharing your chair with someone else."

"Ghosts, Shadow People, full
apparitions, extreme sudden
cold, a fog over your head,
the sensation of the building
swaying, a sensation of
imminent harm, voices,
knocking, doors
opening/locking, faucets
turning on, lights coming on,
going off—that’s just for
starts… I have over 30 years
of stories. Come take the
tour."

"Only about 20% (of visitors) make it the entire night. That number has gone up over the past year as more
sophisticated psychic warriors have been spending the night. Either way, it can be daunting at times, specifically
after 3:00 AM. Before that, it’s a lovely pied-à-terre; just keep in mind that you are never alone with the psychic
remains of the dead hookers who either were murdered on the third floor or who committed suicide on the
second floor. I often hear their stilettos pacing on the hardwood floors when I spend the night."

THE OTHER HAUNTED BARS

License # 1 - Boulder, Co
Lafitte’s Blacksmith Shop - New Orleans, LA
Pioneer Saloon - Goodsprings, NV
Ear Inn - New York, NY
The Menger Bar - San Antonio, TX
Whitehorse Tavern - Newport, RI
Simon’s Tavern - Chicago, IL
The Tavern - Austin, TX
Tiger’s Tap Room (Hotel Congress) - Tucson, AZ

THE TEAM

TRACI STUMPF

30k+

LISA

Lisa Schwartz is best known for her
YouTube channel that has garnered more
than 2 million unique subscribers. Her
paranormal “Freaky Friday” videos have a
collective viewership of nearly 10 million.
Lisa was the host of “After the Final Rose,”
the official digital aftershow of ABC’s The
Bachelor, as well as various shows for
Seventeen, ATTN, and Yahoo.
Lisa created/wrote/starred in the original
series PARTY GIRL (Freeform) as well as
THIS ISN’T WORKING (ABC Digital). She
can be heard as the voice of Talking
Angela on TALKING TOM AND FRIENDS
SCHWARTZ (Netflix) and in the animated feature film
THE LADYBUG. Lisa’s first published book,
“THIRTY-LIFE CRISIS,” immediately shot to
number one on Amazon’s comedy and
485k+
autobiography lists. Currently, Lisa is
studying tarot, healing crystals, and is
honing in on her own psychic abilities
2mill+
that may or may not just be her inner
stress monologue.

Traci is one of the most versatile, charming,
and spontaneous stand up comics, TV and
digital hosts on the air today. She brings her
unique, intelligent, and witty sense of humor
to every microphone.
Traci has been seen bringing her comedic
charm to networks like MTV, E!, Discovery,
Entertainment Tonight, Yahoo! and TBS, to
name a few.
Traci is fanatical about all things true crime
and paranormal. Constantly honoring her
armchair detective skills by solving (almost)
every case on Dateline before Keith Morrison
does.
Her passion for crime landed her multiple
shows on the ID channel including ‘The 1990’s
Traci is currently
Totally Scandalous’ and ‘Crime Obsession with
Traci Stumpf’. She was able to dive deep into involved in past life
regression work
the world of true crime and submerge herself
in the minds of psychopaths, serial killers, and
along with fine
their victims. Traci interviewed the most
tuning her spectral
coveted in the crime realm, including Jason location skills - it may
Freeman, Candice Delong, and Sarah
sound too crazy and
Edmanson just to name a few. Traci is non“LA” but this sh*t
stop when it comes to furthering her curiosity
works.
in the paranormal world.

Contact us
We'd love to hang
after last call with you.

Mark Turner
646-486-4600
mark.turner@abramsartny.com
275 7th Avenue
New York, New York 10010
Jason Newman
+1 310 601 2100 phone
contact@untitledent.net
350 South Beverly Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
USA

